LOCATION
Avda. Anaga (Fco La Roche) 4 38001
Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Phone no.: 922 596 400
Fax no.: 922 597 519
Reserve: RMASD_PASOALTO@MDE.ES

FACILITIES
Dining rooms and terrace, olympic heated
and leisure swimming pool,
Sport activities, gym, WIFI

ROOMS
30 twin rooms 2 pax
4 suites (bedroom+sitting room) 2 pax
3 single rooms 1 pax

Across Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Santa Cruz is located in the Northeast of Tenerife Island, along the
Atlantic Ocean; it is the biggest of the seven islands which compose
the Canary Archipelago and it is a joint capital city together with Las
Palmas de Gran Canarias. It is an Atlantic city, port and maritime, set in
a bay with 58 kms of coast.
The climate is subtropical, with scarce rain in the coastal zone of the
municipality and regular rainfall inland and in the mountains, with an
average temperature of 21º yearly, a limited range of temperatures
daily, thanks to trade winds.
There are two international airports in the island of Tenerife, Los
Rodeos (TFN) in the North, 12 kms far from Santa Cruz, and Reina Sofia
Airport (TFS), in the South of the island 60 kms far from the capital city.
At the end of the 19th century, a battery close to Paso Alto Castle was
constructed, and demolished in the 60s to build up this Centre.

ACTIVITIES
Location of the Residence

Teide and La Orotava. Mount Teide, accessible by
some roads, North and South of the island. You can
travel around all Ucanca Valley, a vast volcanic lava Access from “Los Rodeos” Airport
plain. In Roques there is a viewpoint with breathAccess from “Reina Sofía” Airport
taking views of Las Cañadas. You can climb up to the
summit. A modern and safe cable car will give you a
lift up to 200m away before the finish; there are
some paths leading to the peak. The views, at 3.718
metres high, are spectacular. From the Teide to the
North, we can find La Orotava, a beautiful historical
site.

ISLA BAJA: it is located in the Northeast of the island
and you will find charming villages. The road crossing
the area will lead you to Rural del Teno Park, a
unique setting whose rocky landscape will astonish
Laurisilva Forest: a lush natural laboratory with plant and
you.
animal species you cannot find in any other part of the world.
SANTA CRUZ AND LA LAGUNA: these two cities, over
time, came together although they are different. La Los Gigantes Cliff: beside the sea and really high, 600 metres
Laguna, lively and pioneering; Santa Cruz, stately and high.
grandiose.
Masca: a point of reference for trekking and nature lovers.
In La Laguna, visiting the Old Town is a must, as it You can choose among more than 1.000 kms of paths.
was declared World Heritage Site in 1999.

Tourism Office Link

Las Teresitas: 5 kms far from Santa Cruz. The white
sand of Las Teresitas is spreading throughout some http://www.spain.info/es/informacionpractica/oficinas-turismo-embajadas/oficinakms.

turismo/tenerife/kiosco_de_informacion_turistica_
de_santa_cruz.html

